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Summary

Radiogauging to investigate two phase flow

Ihis-report-deals-with further- development-of radiogauging to investigate two phase

4low.-ln this investigation ftew measuring methods are developed and are tested with the small

reactor simulator MIDAS (Mini Dodewaard Assembly). The purpose of-this-wortc is to be able to

measure accurately as many different properties of the flow as possible in the coming bigger

simulator SIDAS (Simulated Dodewaard ASsembly). In SIDAS the flow around a fuel assembly

of the Dutch Dodewaard reactor will be simulated.

An extensive evaluation of the gamma detection system showed that the detection

system could be simplified strongly. The simplified system is used to measure the radial and

axial distribution of the void fraction in the core of MIDAS for three different operating conditi-

ons.

Irulhi&Jnvestigation jwo new measuring methods have been developed and tested.

1) A method to estimate the probability density of the void fraction in time.

Due to the nonlinear relation between transmission and void fraction the determined average

value of the void fraction in general will contain a systematic error. In this investigation it is

shown that this error can be maximally 7.5% in MIDAS and maximally 25% in SIDAS.

Therefore a new measuring method has been developed in which the true probability density

of the void fraction in time is approximated by two different values of the void fraction,

each with a certain probability. With this new method firstly the average void fraction can

be determined much more precisely and secondly it often can be used to determine the flow

pattern. Apart from this an estimation of the frequency spectrum of the fluctuations of the

void fraction can be made.

2) Count rate distribution method.

The count rate distribution method is a new method for dead time correction. Theoretically

the number of events in a certain interval of time will be Poisson distributed. In practice a

measured distribution will always be disturbed by the dead time of the detection system.

The new method determines the dead time from the disturbance of the measured distributi-

on with a fit procedure. At the same time the fit procedure corrects the disturbance of the

measured distribution caused by the dead time effect. This correction is essential for the

measuring method described at point 1. A benefit of the method for dead time determinati-

on, compared to most other methods, is that application of this method mostly does not

require changes to the detection sytem.



Samenvatting

Meten met gammastraling aan twee-fasenstroming

Dit rapport heeft als onderwerp verdere ontwikkeling van de gamma-absorptietechniek

voor twee-fasenonderzoek. Er zijn in dit onderzoek nieuwe meetmethoden ontwikkeld die

uitgebreid zijn getest met de kleine reactorsimulator MIDAS (Mini Dodewaard ASsembly). Dit

met het doel om zo veel mogelijk eigenschappen van de stroming zo precies mogelijk te kunnen

bepalen in de toekomstige grotere opstelling SIDAS (Simulated Dodewaard ASsembly). In

SIDAS wordt de stroming rondom een brandstofelement uit de kern van de Nederlandse

kerncentrale te Dodewaard gesimuleerd.

Een uitgebreide evaluatie van het gamma-detectiesysteem leidde tot een sterke

vereenvoudiging van het meetsysteem. Met het vereenvoudigde systeem is de radiale en axiale

verdeling van de dampfractie in de kern van MIDAS gemeten voor drie verschillende condities.

In dit onderzoek zijn twee nieuwe meetmethodes ontwikkeld en beproefd:

1) Een methode om de kansdichtheid van de voidfractie in de tijd te benaderen.

Door het niet lineaire verband tussen transmissie en dampfractie bevat de, uit de gemiddelde

transmissie bepaalde, gemiddelde dampfractie in het algemeen een systematische fout. Deze

fout is in het onderzoek theoretisch bepaald op maximaal 7.5% in MIDAS en maximaal 25%

in SIDAS. In h t onderzoek is een nieuwe methode ontwikkeld waarbij de werkelijke

kansdichtheid van de dampfractie in de tijd benaderd wordt met twee dampfracties, elk met

een zekere waarschijnlijkheid. Hiermee kan niet alleen de gemiddelde dampfractie veel nauw-

keuriger bepaald worden, maar ook kan vaak het type twee-fasenstroming vastgesteld

worden. Bovendien kan een globale schatting gemaakt worden van het frequentiespectrum

van de fluctuaties van de dampfractie.

2) Count rate distribution method.

De count rate distribution method is een nieuwe methode voor dode-tijdcorrectie. In theorie

is het aantal detecties in een zeker tijdsinterval Poisson verdeeld. Een gemeten verdeling is

echter altijd verstoord door de dode tijd van het detectiesysteem. De nieuwe methode

bepaalt de dode tijd met een fitprocedure uit de verstoring van de gemeten verdeling.

Tegelijkertijd corrigeert de fitprocedure de gemeten verdeling voor de verstoring door de

dode tijd en dit is van vitaal belang voor de meetmethode onder punt 1. Een gunstig aspect

van deze dode-tijdbepalingsmethode boven veel andere methodes is dat ingrepen in het

detectiesysteem meestal niet nodig zijn.
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1. Introduction

At the department of reactor physics of the Interfaculty Reactor Institute (IRI) Delft, an

investigation by simulation of the two-phase flow in the core of the nuclear reactor at Dode-

waard has been started in 1989. The knowledge of the thermohydraulics is of basic importance

in this boiling water reactor, where cooling is based on the principle of natural circulation.

Natural circulation means that the buoyancy of the evaporated water is the only driving force

responsible for the circulation of the coolant through the core. Pumps for forced circulation are

not necessary.

The circulating water serves as a coolant but also as a moderator. The quality of the

moderator decreases as the void fraction increases. The result is a mutual coupling between

power and void fraction. It is necessary to study and understand the dynamic stability of this

coupling. Apart from this, there are pure thermohydraulic processes influencing the void

fraction, like subcooling and carry under. Some of these influences can imply positive feedback.

For instance Jiang et. al. [Jia92] described the following pure thermohydraulic oscillation: an

increase of the void fraction in the subcooled region (bubbles steady on the heated wall) leads

to a higher flow resistance and thus a lower flow. A decrease of the flow with the same power

causes a further increase of the void fraction. This mechanism goes on till the bubbles leave the

wall: the driving force increases, while the resistance decreases.

At the moment it is still impossible to get reliable information from computer codes on

turbulent two phase flow in a complex geometry and with a high heat transfer. So scientific

experiments are left. A good alternative would be measuring two phase parameters in the Dutch

Dodewaard reactor. Unfortunately measurements in the core are severly restricted by the thick

reactor vessel, the high pressure, the high temperature, the radiation and the potential risk

coupled to experiments in an actual nuclear reactor. An option was to built an electrically

heated model (SIDAS, Simulated Dodewaard Assembly) of one fuel assembly of the Dodewaard

reactor (the Dodewaard core consists of 164 assemblies) with freon-12 as coolant. Using freon-

12 with its low latent heat of vaporization and its low boiling temperature will, according to the

scaling theory derived by van de Graaf et al [Gra91], reduce the necessary power, the pressure

and the temperature to acceptable values.

The design of the SIDAS configuration offers a wide scope of thermohydraulic aspects

to be examined. Unfortunately the possibilities are severely restricted by the parameters that

can be measured. From the paragraph above it follows that the void fraction and especially the

frequencies and magnitude of the fluctuations of the void fraction can be rated among the most

important parameters.

It was decided to built a small freon loop (MIDAS, Mini Dodewaard ASsembly) to get

experience with void fraction measurements and with the construction of a freon loop. The core

of MIDAS consists of only one electrically heated rod (35 fuel rods and one water rod build up

one assembly). The present investigation deals for a main part with the development of a new

application of the gamma absorption technique: determining the magnitude and frequencies of

the fluctuations in time of the void fraction. Observing the fluctuations in time of the void

fraction has always been possible by using X-ray absorption but not by using a radioactive

nuclide as a source. The reason is that the measuring time, necessary to determine the void

1



fraction with a radioactive nuclide as source, is much longer than the time during which the

void fraction can be considered stationary.

Developing a new method for the dead time correction was of vital importance for the

fluctuation measurements. With this new method accurate and well reproducible dead time

measurements have been done. A fundamental benefit of the method is that the measurements

can be done without changing the detection system or its settings.

Finally part of this investigation is the determination of the radial and axial void

distribution in the MIDAS core at three different conditions.
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2. The MIDAS configuration

2.1 Description of MIDAS

The core of MIDAS (figure 1, left side) has approximately the same geometry and the

same scale as one fuel rod in the Dodewaard reactor surrounded by its flow area. The core con-

sists of an electrically heated rod surrounded by a glass tube. Freon-12 (C-CI2-F2), which is

chemically inert and non-toxic, is used as a coolant and is pumped upwards between the rod

and the glass tube. Depending on the flow rate and the supplied power the void fraction at the

top of the core varies between 0% and 90%. The liquid/vapour mixture is fed to the condensor

where it is condensed with mains water (the secondary flow). From the condensor it flows

downwards back to the core via the expansion tank and the pump. The functions of all the

instruments while going around clockwise and starting at thermocouple T2 are summarized in

table 1.

Table 1: instruments and their functions.

instrument:

thermocouples T2 and T3

thermocouple T8

thermocouple T10 and T,,

all thermocouples

pressure sensor P,

all pressure sensors

excess pressure valve

manual valve 1

all manual valves

(automatic) valve 1

automatic valve 2

turbine flow meter

pump

rotameter

function:

rod protection for overheating

controls automatic valve 2

transit time measurements

temperature information

controls automatic valve 1

pressure information / safety

opens when p.,,, > 18 bar

used to control the primary flow

to close pipes for maintenance

determines the subcooling

controls the secondary flow

indicates the primary flow

circulates the coolant

indicates the secondary flow

2.2 Way of operation and ranges of operation

In MIDAS the measured values of the pressure sensors, the thermocouples and the

power are indicated on a monitor. Every two seconds these values are updated. Four parame-

ters determine a stationary condition of MIDAS: the power, the temperature Ta, the primary

flow and the pressure difference p, minus p2.



The last parameter needs some explanation. It is used to control the subcooling and

coupled to this the inlet void fraction. This void fraction can be formed by cavitation in the

pump and in manual valve 1. Cavitation can be avoided by raising the pressure above the satu-

ration pressure (introducing subcooling). The saturation pressure at the inlet is approximately

equal to the pressure of the liquid/vapour mixture in the expansion tank (p2). By closing

automatic valve 1 a little, the pressure (p,) from this valve upstream to the pump will increase.

So the pressure at the inlet will be higher than the saturation pressure with an amount of ap-

proximately p2 minus p,.

The temperature T8 is controlled by a feedback mechanism: when T8 exceeds a certain

adjusted value the automatic valve 2 will be opened slowly and vice versa. The primary flow

and the pressure difference p, minus p2 have to be adjusted by an iterative process. Firstly tLe

flow is roughly adjusted by closing manual valve 1 partly. Secondly p, minus p2 is adjusted by

manually tending automatic valve 1. This is repeated until the desired conditions are reached.

Automatic valve 1 is never used in the automatic mode (controlled by pressure sensor P,), for

two reasons: firstly, the valve always influences both the flow and the pressure, secondly,

when the valve would be closed to far in the two phase region just above the core, than

oscillations will occur.

To get an impression in which ranges of temperature, flow etc. MIDAS can operate

these ranges are summarized in table 2.

Table 2: ranges ot operation.

range:

primary flow [l/min]

temperature I°C]

pressure [bar]

power [kW]

secondary flow [l/min]

minimum:

2

15

5

.01

0

maximum:

23

65

16

5.4

5

2.3 Safety of the MIDAS configuration

During the design of MIDAS we were aware of two risky operating situations: burn-out

and an explosion due to pressures above the maximum tolerable pressure. The last situation

should be avoided, whatever the circumstances, to garanty the safety of the operator. To

prevent both situations safety systems have been built. Details can be found in section 2.3.1.

In general the systems functioned very well, but unfortunately after some operating

experience we were attended to another very real cause which could lead to an explosion: the

fragile construction of the glass tube made it sensitive to external forces. This is explained in

section 2.3.2.



2.3.1 Pressure and temperature safety systems

The power used to heat the MIDAS rod will be switched off when one or more of four

conditions is/are nol satisfied. The conditions are summarized in table 3. It is possible to pass

them simultaneously by pushing the "pass-all" button. Apart from these active systems there is

one passive system: the pressure release valve. It opens when the pressure exceeds 18 bar but

it will not switch off the power and so will not protect the electrically heated rod for burn-out.

Table 3: power-on conditions.

parameter

primary flow [l/min]

temperature [°C]

pressure [bar]

press, derivative [bar/min]

criterium

> 1.5

< 70

< 16

< 1.5

measured by

turbine flow meter

T2 and T3

P, and P2

P, and P2

In practice the safety systems always functioned sufficiently and did avoid accidents more than

once. Despite of this some improvements are suggested:

-The "pass-all" button can be replaced by a "pass-only-flow" button. Passing the flow

criterion often is desired (for example to boil the freon out of the core), while passing the other

criteria has never served any goal.

-The pressure safety systems violate the "fail-safe" principle: when the electric

connection to a sensor is lost, than this will be interpretated as a negative pressure. So the

power cannot be switched off by an overpressure anymore.

-All the electric safety systems use the same relais to switch the power off. So their

functioning is depending on one single relais. It is preferred to use a second serial relais.

-The pressure derivative criterion can be omitted. The criterion does not detect

dangerous situations, which will not be noticed by the other criteria.

2.3.2 Explosion danger due to operator handling

The origin of this risk is the glass tube of 2 meter length and an outer diameter of just

2.6 cm which is fixed only at the ends. A small sideward force on the tube can break it easily.

For certain measurements it was necessary to push a special device in vertical direction over

the glass tube. This had to be done by the operator and sometimes the operator had to stand

on a ladder, while doing it. When an explosion would occur, then the operator would always be

close to the tube and therefore this risk is that high. A good solution for this problem is still not

there, but it has to be solved for the SIDAS configuration.
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2.4 The MIDAS core

Figure 2 shows the full-scale model of the core of the MIDAS configuration. The

filament has a length of 179 centimetres. The vertical zero position is chosen to be the

beginning of the filament. The filament has a resistance of 45.3 Q over its whole length and

this resistance is not temperature dependent for the range of MIDAS temperatures. The cross

sectional flow area for the coolant is 1.94 cm2. The spacers, to keep the rod and the glass tube

concentric, are omitted in figure 2. There were three spacers located at the vertical positions

13, 91 and 166 cm.

2.5 Nominal conditions

For the nominal conditions of MIDAS, conditions are chosen for which the thermohy-

draulic behaviour of the configuration will approximately be equal (according to the theory

below) to the behaviour in Dodewaard. The scaling theory, coupling Dodewaard to MIDAS and

SIDAS, is derived in detail by van de Graaf et al [Gra91]. Only that part which determines the

MIDAS nominal conditions is being dealt with below.

Derivation of the nominal conditions:

For natural circulation the density ratio of liquid and vapour (/0,/p,) is very important.

Therefore this ratio in MIDAS should be equal to the ratio in Dodewaard (p,/pv = 18.4). This

requirement fixes the freon temperature in the MIDAS core to 48°C and the corresponding

pressure to 11.6 bar.

Further the ratio of buoyancy forces to inertia forces is important in two-phase flow sca-

ling and this ratio should also be kept constant. This ratio is called the Froude number which is

defined as:

Pi Dh g

where rh" is the mass flux, Dh is the hydraulic diameter, p, is the liquid density and g is the

gravitational acceleration.

The hydraulic diameter is equal to 4A/f, where A is the cross sectional flow area and f

is the wetted perimeter. The value of A for Dodewaard is calculated by dividing the cross

sectional flow area of one element by 36 (one element consists of 36 rods) and is found to be

1.94 cm2. Assuming the same geometry as the MIDAS core, the wetted perimeter is equal to

ntdw(1,| + dI0d). Here drod is the diameter of a fuel rod (13.49 mm) and dwoll is determined by using

the relation A = n(d2
woll-d

2
Iod)/4. The result for the hydraulic diameter of Dodewaard is 7.22 mm.

The diameter of the heated rod of MIDAS is 13.0 mm and the inner diameter of the glass tube



is 20.3 mm. This results to DhMIDAS = 7.4 mm.

Coming to the Froude number again and substituting all the fixed values (hydraulic

diameters, densities, gravitational acceleration and the mass flux of Dodewaard), then the mass

flux of MIDAS can be calculated: m"MIDAS = 1704 kg/m2s, which corresponds to a flow 0 =

16,3 l/min.

The last condition to be determined is the power input PMIDAS. This scaled nominal power

follows from the requirement that, at the top of the core, the same fraction of the mass flow

should have been evaporated in MIDAS as in Dodewaard. That means:

MIDAS

mDodew rwater mMIDAS rfieon

12 \

where rwaIe, and r,,eon are the latent heats of these liquids and mDodew en mM|DAS are the mass

flows per rod. With formula 2 it follows PM,Dfls = 4.550 kW.

Discussion and conclusions:

Summarizing the nominal conditions of MIDAS are: 0=16.3 l/min, T = 48°C and

P = 4.550 kW.

Because MIDAS was already built before the scaling theory was fully developed, the

geometry-scale of MIDAS is approximately twice as big as it should have been according to the

improved version of the scaling theory. Apart from this, the heated rod of MIDAS produces an

uniform heat input while the heat input in Dodewaard has a cosine shape. Finally there are lots

of other important differences (subcooling, circulation times, etc.) between an optimum scaled

model of Dodewaard and MIDAS. The conclusion is that "nominal conditions" is a misinterpre-

tation and that we have to be very careful with attributing thermohydraulic relations to

Dodewaard, which were concluded from measurements with MIDAS.
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3. Radiogauging as a technique for void fraction measurements

3.1 Introduction to radiogauging

In this study gamma absorption serves as a technique to measure the chordal averaged

void fraction. A Nal scintillator is used for detection. For the radiation the 60 keV transition of a

300 mCi 241Am source is used. A collimated gamma beam radiates through the MIDAS core in

a plane perpendicular to the axis of the electrically heated rod (see figure 3). The void fraction

determines the transmission of the beam via the equation:

(l-a)dc

where Rm is the attenuated count rate, Ro is the count rate without any absorber, R,, (glass) is

the count rate when there is no coolant present, //fv is the absorption coefficient of vapour

freon, //„ is the absorption coefficient of liquid freon, a is the chordal void fraction and dc is the

length of the beam in the two-phase region. The approximation is valid when j / ) v < < //„ . At

nominal conditions //„/j/f, - 18.4, which is equal to the density ratio of liquid and vapour.

The whole measuring part (source, collimators and detector) can be moved automati-

cally perpendicular to the axis of the rod (the x direction in figure 3) and manually in axial

direction. By measuring the attenuation of the beam while stepping through the MIDAS core a

transmission curve like in figure 4 can be made.

The absorption coefficients used in equation 3 are depending on the gamma energy. The

consequence is that the measuring time necessary to obtain a certain accuracy in a also

depends on the gamma energy. Section 3.2 deals with the optimum gamma energy to minimize

the measuring time for MIDAS and SIDAS.

Because the void fraction is generally position and time dependent (slugs and bubbles

are passing the gamma beam which yields high frequent (> 25 Hz) fluctuations), the count rate

will also be position and time dependent. Unfortunately these two quantities are not linearly

related. Therefore, the time and position average of the count rate does not yield the average

void fraction. When the void fraction is approximately constant in time and position (homogene-

ous flow), this averaging is acceptable and the void fraction can be calculated using equation 2:

_ln(Rgl/<Rm>) _

where a is the estimation for the void fraction when the count rate is averaged over

position and time, <Rm> is the measured time and position averaged attenuated count rate.

Again the approximation is valid for y„ )) //,„. From now on, for the theory, this approximation is

used.

In section 3.3 the maximum error due to averaging the count rate is calculated. The

8



result of the theory of section 3.3 is that the error in the void fraction can be quite large.

Because of this a measuring method is developed to study the fluctuation of the void fraction.

This method is explained in section 3.4. The information on the fluctuations makes more

accurate void fraction measurements possible and can also be used for measuring the frequency

distribution and the magnitude of the fluctuations of the void fraction.

Section 3.5 deals with the areal intensity distribution in the cross-section of the gamma

beam. Some understanding of this subject is important for collimation and for the data handling

used for the radial and axial void distribution measurements (section 5.5).

The accuracy of the transmission curve for a certain measuring time is affected by the

width of the beam (the collimation width). When the beam is wider than the distance between

two beam positions, there will be overlap and deconvolution is necessary to obtain the same

resolution. Section 3.6 deals with these problems.

Finally an extended evaluation of the gamma detection system showed that the system

could be simplified strongly. This is explained in section 3.7.

3.2 Determination of the gamma energy

A considerable part of this investigation is the preparation of gamma absorption

measurements to be applied to SIDAS. Therefore it is important to verify whether the 60 keV
241Am source (always used for MIDAS) will be suitable for usage in SIDAS. To do this the

theoretical optimum (minimum measuring time) gamma energy is determined in section 3.2.1.

The optimum energy turns out to be about 150 keV. Then in section 3.2.2 the exact conse-

quence of a certain gamma energy for the measuring times is calculated. In this paragraph it

follows that the 241Am source can be applied for the SIDAS measurements.

3.2.1 The theoretical optimum gamma energy

The following derivation of the optimum gamma energy is based on the assumption that

the only cause of the error in the value o are the statistical fluctuations of the count rate.

The measured count rate (RJ is determined by the count rate without any absorber (Ro)

and the attenuation due to the length of the beam in glass and in liquid freon as follows:

J--a)<*c (5)
• " i n ~'\J

From this formula the relevant value of a can be derived:



The standard deviation (only source influence) in a is determined by:

o =
Sa (7 )

in which T is the measuring time. As aa depends on vie gamma energy dependent gamma

absorption coefficients we can optimize the gamma energy. Following the theory of Gardner

[Gar67] it is assumed that the mass absorption coefficients of the different materials are equal.

Therefore p$lp* *Vn c a n De substituted for f/#. In table 4 it can be seen that this approximation

is debatable. Using equation 5 and 7 it can be derived for a. that:

(8 )

TRoe

The minimum value of the standard deviation is obtained by setting the first derivative with

respect to fj„ equal to zero. This gives the condition:

Pji
( 9 )

Table 4: absorption coefficients and attenuation of the beam for different gamma energies.

E [keV]

20

30

40

50

60

80

100

150

200

300

/jlp,, Icm2/g]

4.950

1.324

0.7509

0.4604

0.3309

0.2240

0.1817

0.1410

0.1235

0.1043

(jlp^ [cm2/g]

2.1693

0.7500

0.4119

0.2907

0.2351

0.1863

0.1644

0.1385

0.1244

0.1068

{Ro/RrJlVIIDAS f I
(8mm gl, 9mm fr)

11.0M03

19.03

4 . 7 5 optimum

2.79

2.19

1.78

1.64

1.49

1.43

1.36

<fVFUS.DAS dl
(60mm gl, 43mm fc)

61.9M020

11.7*106

50.9* 102

28.7» 101

78.2

25.9

16.2

9.82

7 . 6 6 optimum

5.67

(1) between brackets is given the average distance of the gamma beam in glass and the

average length of the beam in liquid freon when a void fraction of 0.2 is assumed.

10



The values in table 4 are based on the calculation work and data given in appendix B. The

optimum energy can be found by searching for that energy at which the total attenuation

(Rm/R0) of the gamma beam is e2 « 7,4. In the columns 4 and 5 of table 4 it can be seen that

according to the theory above the optimum energy for MIDAS is 40 keV and for SIDAS about

200 keV. In the MIDAS case a 60 keV source is used and it seems to be that the energy of this

source is rather low for use with SIDAS.

3.2.2 Gamma energy and measuring times

In this paragraph it will be shown that the source used in MIDAS can also be used for

SIDAS. This is derived by calculating the measuring times necessary to obtain a certain absolute

accuracy for a. The results for different gamma energies, for SIDAS and MIDAS and for two

values of a are calculated with:

and are shown in tabel 5. It should be mentioned that the approximation ifJlp)n = (///p)0, is not

used this time. The conclusion following from tabel 5 is that the optimum energy occurs for

cr = O at 200 keV and for c = 0.5 at 80 keV for SIDAS. But the optimum is not very sharp and

the measuring time, using 200 keV instead of 60 keV, needs only to be 1.9 times longer in the

worst case (o = 0) to obtain the same accuracy.

Table 5: measuring times to obtain aa = 0.01 (Ro = 1010 s \ 1*4mm collimators at both

sides).

E [keV]

20

30

40

50

60

80

100

150

200

300

TMIDAS [sl (dq,=

o = 0

82.8 *102

69.9

5 5 . / optimum

80.7

119

206

284

427

530

702

0.8cm,dc= 1.1cm)

o = 0.5

299

2 4 . 4 optimum

33.6

59.3

95.2

176

251

388

488

654

TSIDAS Is! (dal =

a = 0

44.3 *1021

12.3 *106

24.6 *102

572

253

158

142

135

( O ü optimum

136

5cm,dc = 5.4cm)

o = 0.5

36.1 *10 l B

70.0 »103

466

125

85.1

7 5 . 0 optimum

78.4

85.4

89.8

97.1
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There are several other arguments to use the 60 keV 24 lAm source. Firstly the source is

already there and is very strong (300 mCi) and its long half-life time (432 y) is a benefit.

Secondly the lower the gamma energy the easier is the shielding of the source. The third

argument is that the contribution of the photo-electric effect is much higher for lower energies

(table 6). This effect is an advantage for two reasons. The effect of broadening the gamma

beam due to Compton-scattering will be less important and secondly the measured count rate

will be less sensitive to drift of the apparatus. The last argument can be understood by realising

that there will be a lower contribution to the low-energy part of the spectrum. Somewhere in

this low-energy range the lower level of the single channel analyser is positioned. The lower the

energy contribution to the spectrum in the neighbourhood of the lower level the less the

influence of the exact position of the lower level relative to the spectrum will be.

Table 6: microscopic cross-sections in [b] of Cl (reference: Jef85).

energy

60keV

150 keV

25.47

8.72

13.99

.80

^Compton

8.52

7.38

"coherent

2.96

.55

3.3 Theoretical maximum error due to time and position averaging

The origin of the systematic error in the void fraction measured by averaging the count

rate is the nonlinear relation between void fraction and count rate. The maximum error can be

calculated by comparing the results for the void fraction by making use of equation 4 in two

situations: one with a constant homogeneous void fraction and the other with the theoretically

most fluctuating void fraction with the same average. In the stationary situation the void

fraction will be given by equation 4. The most fluctuating situation imaginable is the following

case. During a fraction a of the measuring time there is only vapour and during a fraction 1-or

there is only liquid in the cooling channel. In this case the time averaged count rate will be:

= R
gl

The void fraction a,M calculated by the stationary theory (substituting the result of

equation 11 in equation 4) would differ from the real value of a by:

„
(12)

The maximum difference can be found by setting the derivative of the difference with

respect to a equal to zero. This gives the condition:

12



1-e'**' = 1 (13)

The resulting value for a for which the error due to averaging has its maximum value is:

e"' -1
(14)

By substituting several values for d in equation 12 it can be seen that the error

increases with increasing d. From equation 12 it can be seen that the error depends on (j (thus

on the gamma energy). The results of the theory of this paragraph, calculated for two energies,

are summarized in table 7. The conclusion is that due to averaging, the void fraction can be

overestimated significantly for both energies. It can been seen from table 7 that this averaging

error is larger for lower source energies, which is an argument against the use of the 60 keV

source.

Table 7: The error in the measured void fraction due to averaging the count rate for two

gamma energies.

E [keV]

60

150

MIDAS (dcm„ = 1.5 cm)

a

0.440

0.479

<a>

0.515

0.511

error

7.54 %

3.23 %

SIDAS (dcm.x = 5.4 cm)

a
max

0.331

0.424

<a>

0.588

0.539

error

25.6 %

11.5%

3.4 Short time measurements

In practice the "maximum error conditions" of the theoretical model will never appear,

so an experimental result of interest.

The experimental maximum error can be measured by creating a strongly fluctuating

void fraction (slug flow) in the MIDAS core. Under these circumstances the void fraction is

determined by averaging the count rate and by a method which avoids (at least partly) the

effect of averaging the count rate over a relative large area (position averaging) and over a

relative long time (time averaging). To make understandable why time and position averaging

affects the count rate, both time and position averaging are compared for the case of an

extreme (nonrealistic) slug flow. Firstly the count rate of a gamma line beam is measured during

a relatively long period of time (figure 5). Then the count rate of a relatively high beam is

measured at a point in time (figure 6). In the first case the averaged count rate will be:

13
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Figure 5: time averaging. The average count rate of the line beam measuring during AT will lead

to an incorrect value for a if equation 4 is used.

slug

glass
tube

Figure 6: position averaging. The over the total height of the beam averaged count rate yields,

using equation 4 an incorrect value for a.



(15)

(The approximation is valid when T > > h/v, that is, when many slugs passed the beam during

the measuring time.) In the second case it will be:

<R
m> = i^,[ae"**d+(l-a)e"*']

(Here the approximation holds when the height of the beam is exactly equal to h or when the

height of the beam is much greater than h.)

The right hand sides of equations 15 and 16 are identical. This leads to the following

conclusion: averaging over a line with height h corresponds with averaging over a time h/v

where v is the upward velocity of the slugs. So the requirements for determining the maximum

deviation experimentally are measuring with a small beam and during a short period h/v. To

have a reasonable count rate the cross-section of the beam (h times its width) should be several

square millimeters. In the MIDAS case the collimator at the side of the detector is chosen to be

1 mm wide and 4 mm in height while the collimator at the source side is 4 mm wide and 20

mm in height. The larger opening at the source side was necessary to obtain a reasonable count

rate. When AT is the measuring time, then AT*v should be restricted to values comparable with

the height of the beam. In the MIDAS case the upward velocity of the two phase mixture varies

from 0.5 to 4.0 m/s so AT should be about 1 ms.

To get an accurate result millions of intervals must be collected. In each interval there

will be a rather small number of counts: the number varies from 0 to about 50. The data are

accumulated by creating a histogram of fifty classes. After correcting the data for the dead time

of the detection system (chapter 4) this histogram should fit a Poisson distribution in case of a

constant void fraction.

The probability to find k counts in an interval at a stationary void fraction is given by the

Poisson probability function P:

where Ra is the average count rate for a certain void fraction a.

In case of a fluctuating void fraction the probability density function of a will be a conti-

nuous function which we call Ha). The expected probability function E(k) therefore consists of

an integral of a continuum of weighted (with f(a)) Poisson distributions with different count

rates. Statistical source fluctuations are neglected here.
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Figure 7: the intensity in P is proportional to the area in the source plane from which quanta

can reach the detector via P.
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Figure 8: the areal intensity distribution has a pyramidal shape.
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E(k) = [f (a) P^k,Ra) cla (18)
a=0

The expectation of a measured distribution function will be of the form (18). If f(cr) is

known, then the mean value of a can be calculated and this value will not contain the sys-

tematic error due to averaging the count rate. Calculating f(cr) exactly is impossible due to the

statistical source fluctuations arid the finite measuring time, therefore the first attempts will go

no further than fitting a measured probability function with only two Poisson probability functi-

ons. The result of such a fit will consist of two values of a with their probabilities, which is an

approximation of f (a). In practice the measured distributions could be fitted with two Poisson

distributions that good that it was not possible to fit with three distributions without introducing

ambiguity. Experimental results have been done succesfully and the results are presented in

chapter 5.

3.5 Intensity distribution within the cross-section of the gamma beam

In this paragraph the intensity distribution within the cross-section of the gamma beam

in vacuum will be deduced. This is important for the radial void fraction measurement of section

5.5 and leads to the conclusion that the total intensity is proportional to the square of the

cross-sectional area of the gamma beam. The latter is important for the choice of the collimator

dimensions (section 3.6).

We assume that the y-quanta can only reach the detector via a straigth line from the

source through both coliimators. This is reasonable because double scattering is very unlikely

for low gamma energies (table 6). In that case the areal intensity of the beam in a point P in the

plane between the two coliimators is approximately proportional to that area of the source from

which quanta can leave and reach the detector via a line through P (figure 7). (The approximati-

on is only valid when the height and width of the collimator are small compared to the distance

between source and detector.) This area is proportional to the collimator height and to the

collimator width. For a rectangular collimator the areal intensity distribution will have a

pyramidal shape (figure 8). The areal intensity for certain values of x can be seen in figure 9.

From this figure the linear intensity l'(x) is calculated by integrating the areal intensity over the

collimator height h.

it

I' (x)=fj" (x,y)dy=(h-*£)Chx (19)

where C is a constant. Thus the linear intensity has a parabolic distribution and the total

intensity is equal to:
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i —2H£) Chxdx=±Ch2b2=ClA
2

b 6
(20 )

where A = hb is the cross-sectional area of the gamma beam determined by the collimator

dimension b and h.

3.6 Collimation

Collimation is necessary to select only those gamma-quanta which are essential for the

measurement. The selection is determined by the dimensions of the coliimator.

First the length of the collimators will be calculated. Considering only the geometric

efficiency (no shielding by the collimators or anything else), the count rate will approximately be

107 s ' . Therefore chosing the attenuation of each collimator to be 107 will certainly be enough.

Because of the low energy (60 keV) build-up is neglected and the length is calculated assuming

an exponential attenuation. The results can be found in table 8.

Table 8: length of a single collimator resulting in an attenuation of 107.

material

copper

lead

absorp. coeff. [cm1]

14.25

56.98

length [cm]

1.3

0.32

The collimators used in the MIDAS are 3.5 cm long and made of lead so they are much

longer than needed. This means that the distance between the detector and the source could

ha' 'i been much smaller and thus the count rate much higher. In the MIDAS case the distance

between source and detector could have been 3 times smaller, that is the count rate 32 times

higher. The reason why the system is not improved is that altering the constructing would have

been very time consuming.

The width (b in figure 7) of the collimator determines the resolution when a scan of the

MIDAS core is made. In theory the collimation width does not influence the resolution. A

transmission curve made with a wide beam contains exactly the same information as one made

with a narrow beam. The curves can be seen as the result of a convolution of the parabolic

beam with the position dependent transmission of the MIDAS core. Scanning (stepping with the

beam through the core) with a beam wider than the distance between two steps, means that

the transmission of each interval of the core should be determined from deconvolution

calculations. To perform this deconvolution, the exact intensity distribution of the gamma beam

and the position dependent transmission of the MIDAS core have to be known. These require-

ments are not met and thus deconvolution is not possible and therefore we have chosen a

narrow beam. Scanning with a narrow beam is like convoluting the transmission curve with a

delta function and therefore needs no deconvolution.
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Figure 11: simulated transmission curves for a 1 mm collimator with liquid and with vapour

freon. Here the total MIDAS core is shown.



The problem is now, how wide can the beam be, resulting in a good resolution curve.

The problem is solved by calculating and drawing the transmission curves built up with different

collimator widths. To do this the distance of the beam in each material at each position must be

calculated. For example the distance of the beam in glass is given by:

\x\<Rin
(21)

where d,, is the distance of the beam in the glass at position x (see Fig. 3) and Rout and

Rln are the outer and inner radii of the glass tube.

The linear absorption coefficients of table 9 were used for the calculation of the

transmission. The coefficients for freon and glass are determined in appendix B and the other

values are estimated by assuming that fjlp is constant.

Table 9: 60 keV /-absorption coefficients used for the simulated transmission curves.

material

freon (liquid)

glass

stainless steel

metal oxide

absorp. coeff. [cm1]

0.404

0.524

2.70

0.47

Figure 10 shows the simulated transmission curves. From the figure it can be seen that

beams much wider than 1 mm give poor resolution; because of this a width of 1 mm is chosen.

Figure 11 gives a view of the calculated transmission of the whole MIDAS core with and

without freon scanned with a one millimeter collimated gamma beam.

The height of the collimator does not influence the radial resolution. It is chosen to be 4

mm. This value is determined by other parameters as already discussed in section 3.4.

3.7 The detection system

During this investigation quite an important new insight in the physical properties of the

detection system was discovered. In this section this new understanding and the resulting

changes to the detection system, will be presented.

All the gamma energies emitted by the nuclear reaction:

24 Ü1/2=432y.
95 / U "

(22)

are given in table 10. The table holds only the data for the gamma's and X-rays with a mean
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number of events per nuclear transformation (Bq-s)1 greater than 10"3.

Table 10: X-ray and gamma emissions of 241Am (reference: Rad83).

X-rays

radiation

x,
X2

x3

x4

X6

[(Bq-s)1]

0.244

0.305

0.073

0.005

0.012

E [keV]

13.9

17.5

21.0

15.9

11.9

gamma's

radiation

K2

K3

[(Bq-s)1]

0.024

0.001

0.357

E [keV]

26.3

33.2

59.5

Without any absorber between detector and source, a theoretical spectrum would

contain all the contributions of table 10. In practice there will always be absorption (detector

and source windows, self-absorption) and the contribution of the lower energies will be

reduced. Figure 12 holds the spectrum measured with the Nal-detector.

The peak denoted with "escape peak" in the spectrum has always been attributed to

the Yt of table 10, however, it will become clear below that this peak has another origin.

Apparently electromagnetic radiation with an energy equal to or lower than 26.3 keV doesn't

reach the detector due to absorption. The peak at 60 keV always was attributed to y3, which is

correct.

If the lower peak indeed was caused by the Krradiation, then the two peaks of the

spectrum need to be discriminated because the transmission measurements require a single

gamma absorption coefficient and thus a single gamma energy. In this case the 60 keV

transition. The discrimination was performed by a single channel analyser (SCA) with its lower

level at the position "old II" in figure 12. At this position the contribution to the spectrum is not

zero and therefore the position of the lower level relative to the spectrum should be maintained

accurately during the measurements. This requires the use of a baseline restorer and a spectrum

stabilizer as stabilization circuits in the detection system. The whole detection system was quiet

complex and unreliable because of this. It was proposed by Ir. Z. Kolar to use a physical

discrimination by filtering the gamma beam with a special absorber instead of the electronic

discrimination. This has been done using a 0.1 mm thick silver absorber. The characteristics can

be found in table 11.

Table 11: characteristics of the silver filter.

Energy [keV]

fj [cm'1]

e"d (d = 0.01 cm)

27.8

473

113

60

60.4

1.83

It was expected that the silver would reduce the contribution of the lower energy peak by a

factor of approximately 113/1.83 relative to the higher energy peak.

The reality was that the spectrum didn't change at all, except of a total reduction in
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height of a factor of 1.8. The explanation is that the only energy reaching the detector is the 60

keV and that this radiation is responsible for both peaks. The high energy peak is caused by 60

keV gamma quants loosing all their energy in the detector and the low energy peak is caused by

the detection of only a fraction of the 60 keV: a 60 keV quant removes an electron from the K-

shell of lodium and the lodium X-ray (emitted when an electron falls back into the K-shell)

leaves the detector. Thus in this case the primary gamma energy (60 keV) minus the binding

energy of the electron (32 keV) is detected: 28 keV.

This understanding results in the new position of the lower level of the SCA (new II,

figure 12). This detection efficiency increased by a factor of 1.2 because the lower energy peak

could be included. Apart from this the contribution of the spectrum at this position is almost

zero. Some drift of the new lower level relative to the spectrum is acceptable and therefore the

baseline restorer and the spectrum stabilzer could be removed from the detection system.

Another simplification of the detection system was possible by altering the preamplifier.

This amplifier was originally designed for high energy resolution measurements which means

that it has a very long fall time constant (400 IJS). For our measurements we need a high count

rate but not a high energy resolution. The resolution should only be enough to discriminate

noise from the escape-peak. The long fall-time constant of the preamplifier caused enormous

pile up for high count rates. Count rates higher than 80k s'1 (high voltage 625 V) were

impossible because of this. By changing a feedback resistor in the amplifier the fall time

constant was reduced to 1 /JS (equal to the rise time constant). After this the maximum count

rate was 270k s'1 (high voltage 800 V). At the same time the high voltage could be increased,

and therefore also the amplification of the photo-multiplier tube of the Nal-detector increased.

For a high voltage of 800 V, the 60 keV pulses measured at the output of the preamplifier were

1.7 V in height on average. This is high enough to lead them direct to the SCA. Therefore, the

main amplifier could be removed too.

The settings of the simplified detection system are summarized in table 12. The order of

connection of all the apparatus is like in the table, going downwards.

Table 12: settings

apparatus

high voltage supply

Canberra model 3002

Nal detector
IME gamma probe 9p7/4
ser.no.: 466

preamplifier
Ortec ser.no.: 1152

single channel anal

Ortec model 486

of the apparatus.

settings

HV:

mode:

-

gain:

lower I:

higher I:

lower I:

window:

discrim:

800 V

pos

10 *

0.25 V

10.0 V

internal

10 V

integral

discussion

highest count rate

high efficiency

lowest noise, feedback resistor:
100kfi, old value 400MQ

above noise, below escape peak

maximum

-
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4 Dead time correction: the count rate distribution method

4.1 Introduction

The count rate Rm observed by a detecting system will always be smaller than the true

count rate Rn. This is caused by the so called dead time of the system. Two theoretical models

[Kno79] of dead time behaviour are in common usage. The nonparalysable model:

R= 1— (23)

and the paralysable model:

R=R.e-R' (24)

in which r is the dead time. The physical interpretation of the nonparalysable and paralysable

model are illustrated in the figures 13 and 14. The two models are two extremes of real system

behaviour. Real counting systems often have an intermediate behaviour. To calculate the true

count rate it is at least necessary to know the dead time. The system behaviour is not

important for low count rates because the two models are approximately equivalent in that

range. Determination of the dead time can be done by the following well-known methods:

1) Measuring the maximum count rate of the system. According to the nonparalysable

model this rate corresponds to 1/r, according to the paralysable model to 1/(re).

2) By using two sources and measuring the count rate of each source separately and the

count rate of both sources together. The last count rate will be less than the sum of the

individual ones. From this effect the dead time can be calculated, assuming the

(non)paralasyble model.

3) By using two identical absorbers and measuring the count rate without absorber, with

one absorber and with both absorbers. When built-up can be neglected, the ratio of the

count rate without and with one absorber will be smaller than the ratio of the count rate

with one and with two absorbers. This also leads to a value for the dead time.

All these methods have in common that the conditions during the dead time measure-

ment differ from normal operating conditions of the system. This is a problem because in

general the dead time depends on gamma energy, discriminator levels, count rate, geometry,

high voltage, etc. and therefore all the dead time need to be determined at normal operating

conditions. In this investigation a new method for dead time measuring is developed which

mostly can determine the dead time at the "normal operation conditions" of the detection
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system. The only requirement of this method is that during the dead time measurement, the

dead time should be the only cause of the disturbance of the measured distribution (compared

to a poisson distribution) of the number of detections in a fixed interval of time. When the total

duration of the measurement is small compared to the decay time of the source then the

condition practically requires that the fluctuations of the count rate are not allowed to have any

other origin than the statistics of the radioactive source. The operating conditions of the gamma

detection system used for the dead time measurements of this chapter are equal to the

conditions summarized in table 12 (section 3.7 "The detection system").

4.2 The count rate distribution method

In short, the principle of the new method is based on determining the dead time from

the distribution of the count rate instead of determining it from one or more averaged count

rates. For this reason it is called the distribution method.

The distribution of the number of counts (k) in a small interval of time (AT) is measured

by collecting a great number of intervals (n) and dividing these measurements in classes. Class

k contains the number of intervals in which k counts were detected (nk). For example class 0

contains the number of intervals without any count. In figure 15 such a measured distribution

can be seen. This distribution should theoretically be equal to a Poisson distribution on one

condition: the half-life of the source should be much longer than the total time necessary to

collect all intervals. In this investigation no measurement took longer than 70 hours and the half

life of americium is 432 years, thus the condition has been met.

The Poisson distribution is given by:

k l

When the measured count rate Rm (with r = 0 , thus Rm = Rn) is substituted in equation 25

and the calculated Poisson distribution is compared with the measured distribution, they seem

to fit at first sight very well (figure 15). For this reason the difference between the two curves

is calculated and plotted in figure 16. The difference is significant: the probability that the

difference exceeds (in negative or positive sense) the curves symmetrical to the abscis is 5%.

These two symmetric curves enclose the two-sigma area with sigma equal to:

(l-PA 7 .(ic) ) (26)

The method to determine the dead time consists of an iterative calculation of the corrected

distribution from measured distribution by using the dead time as a fit parameter. The iterative
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procedure is stopped when the calculated distribution fits the Poisson distribution with minimum

X2. The manner to calculate the corrected distribution is explained in section 4.3 and the exact

way of application of the ^2-test is explained in section 4.5. In this report only the normalized

X2-value has been used. At this moment it should be noted that while altering the dead time,

the corrected count rate is changing and therefore the Poisson distribution. So during the iterati-

ve proces both the distribution calculated from the measured distribution and the Poisson distri-

bution are changing. When the minimum value of x2 is obtained then both r and Rn are

determined. The latter procedure means therefore that these parameters are not independent.

The relation between them is given by equation 23.

4.3 Correction of the measured distribution

We assumed that the influence of the dead time in our system is nonparalysable (for

high count rates this assumption may be a problem). The physical meaning of the nonparalysa-

ble model is that a fixed dead time T is assumed to follow each true event (y-interaction in the

detector) that occurs during the "live period" of the detection system. True events which occur

during this dead time period are lost and assumed to have no effect whatsoever on the

behaviour of the detection system. For the measured distribution this means that each interval

of class k contains a total dead time of kr. The probability that j counts are lost in a class k

interval is found by substituting kr for AT in equation 25:

(27)

This means that for instance nk»Pk7(1) intervals should be transferred from class k to class k+1

and from class k-1 there should be nk.1*P(k1)T(1) intervals transferred to class k. The general

correction to nk for each class except class 0 will be:

^n.P^ik-i) , k*Q (28)
i=0

Practically for each class only the correction terms for j = 1 to 8 and for i = k-8 to k-1 are

calculated. In table 13, containing the numerical values of the different corrections, the first

three terms can be seen. Regarding this data it might be concluded that only 3 correction terms

would be enough. However for count rates up to 100.000 s'1 the first 8 terms should be

calculated.

The correction needed for class 0 is due to the fact that at the start of a new time

interval one or more counts are missed due to the presence of the dead time caused by the

detection of a count just before the beginning of the interval. In formula 29 it can be seen that

the magnitude of the correction for class 0 is much smaller than for the other classes:
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Figure 17: difference of the dead time corrected distribution and the fit. (x2 = 1.03)
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Figure 18: the Rvalue as a function of the fit parameter r.



, <D (29)

The correction can be described qualitatively as a handling which shifts the totaldistribu-

tion to the right with an accent on the right part of the distribution. The distribution will

therefore become wider.

Fitting the measured distribution according to the method described above in an iterative

fashion till the value of x* is minimal, yields figure 17 and table 13. In figure 18 the Rvalue as

a function of the fit paremeter r is pictured. From the figure it can be seen that 0.54 < r <

0.83 gives a Rvalue inside of the 95% confidence interval.

Table 13: first three correction terms of a distribution with a count rate of *» 4568 s"1.

k

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

k, measured

152794

705753

1619196

2476704

2832051

2587023

1967731

1284548

729634

369082

167274

69003

26067

9023

2875

874

270

67

18

10

3

0

nk.1P(k.1)r(1)

-

-

2222.7

10166.8

23252.8

35340.3

40226.0

36600.0

27786.9

17981.1

10200.3

5120.4

2316.1

951.5

355.7

121.7

39.5

13.0

3.4

1.0

0.6

0.2

nk-2P<k-2>r(2l

-

-

-

3.5

32.1

110.2

223.3

317.7

346.9

307.3

227.2

145.0

80.9

40.2

18.0

7.3

2.7

0.9

0.3

0.1

0.0

0.0

nk-3P(k-3)r'3)

-

-

-

-

0.0

0.1

0.3

0.9

1.7

2.2

2.3

1.9

1.4

0.9

0.5

0.2

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

k, corrected

152794

703527

1611220

2463511

2819771

2581928

1971232

1293370

739559

377026

172502

71913

27496

9653

3125

963

299

77

21

10

3

0

23
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Figure 19: dead time determination and correction for different count rates. The left vertical
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Figure 20: fit for a count rate of 90.703 s ' . Of2 = 10.12). For count rates above •» 80*103

the count rate distribution method can not correct the disturbance caused by the

dead time anymore.



4.4 Results for different count rates

The distribution method has been used for measuring the dead time at different count

rates. The results are pictured in figure 19. In this figure the lines indicated with the labels +

2.5% and -2.5% enclose the 95% confidence interval for the normalized x2 values (this

isexplained further in section 4.5). From figure 19 and the values of x2 f ° r the different fits we

conclude that for our detection system it is impossible to fit distributions with a count rate

higher than » 80.000 s \ For example the difference between the fit and the corrected

distribution with a count rate of « 97.000 s'1 is pictured in figure 20. A possible explanation

can be the assumption of the non-paralysable behaviour of our system for the correction

method of section 4.3. A more advanced correcting method in which the detecting system is

expected to behave partial as the non-paralysable model and for the rest as the paralysable

model could extend the range of count rates. Then both the dead time and the fraction are fit

parameters. However such an advanced method is not relevant for this investigation because

our range of count rates can be corrected well with the distribution method.

Table 14: data of figure 19.

3210.2

3791.8

4 5 6 8 figure 16-18

6062.9

9100.1

14928

30427

40240

49771

61419

70127

80189

90703

99452

110096

Rn (s
1)

3216.6

3801.3

4585.2

6090.7

9167.0

15100

31165

41535

51768

64511

74172

85479

97373

107292

119287

dgr. of frdm., v

12

14

17

18

24

33

16

19

21

24

26

30

33

35

37

T(fJS)

0.619

0.661

0.689

0.754

0.801

0.764

0.778

0.774

0.773

0.781

0.778

0.772

0.752

0.726

0.683

X2

0.925

1.58

1.03

1.08

0.827

0.599

0.680

0.616

0.246

0.549

0.270

1.92

10.12

18.40

40.43
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4.5 The jfM

To test the quality of a fit the A^-test is used analogous to the method used in the

reference of "van Soest" (Soe92). The normalized x2 value is defined as:

V * = * n

(nk, con ( 30 )

In this equation ek is the expected number of intervals of class k. The lower limit (kmin) and the

upper limit of the summation (kmBX), are determined by the requirement that the summation

should only include the classes with ek > 5. In practice kmin is mostly 0. Class !<„,„ is a special

class in which all the measured or expected intervals with kmBX or more counts are concentrated.

The value of km„ is the maximum value which satisfies ekmox > 5, with ekmBX = e, +e,+1

+ e l+2 + ... in which l = kmBX. The number of degrees of freedom iv) is equal to the number of

classes minus the number of fit parameters (only r) minus one, thus v =

In case of a theoretically perfect fit: nk = ek for all k, yielding a value of x2 is zero.

However a too small value of x2 is unlikely. In such a case the number of degrees of freedom

would probably be smaller than was assumed. The conclusion is we should reject the assumpti-

on that the corrected distribution is a Poisson distribution when x2 is too small (the fit being too

good) or too big. The probability p that x2 exceeds x?W or is less than X2W-P) can be found

from the ^-distribution (Soe90). In figures 16 and 17 the x2 values can be found and they

mean that the fit of figure 17 is acceptable and the one of figure 16 is not.

The advantage of the normalized ^-values is that they have approximately the same

region of acceptance (between the two horizontal lines in figure 18). These two lines are based

on v=25 and /?=2.5%. To show the validity of the approximation the ̂ -values for several

values of v are summarized in table 15.

In figure 19 the A"2 values for a count rate of = 53.000 s'1 and « 75.000 s'1 are clearly

below the 95% confidence interval. The probability that x2 is less than the values for these

count rates is approximately 10"*. We do not have any other explanation for this than coinciden-

ce.

(able

dgr.

15

25

35

1b

of

: regions

frdm., v

of confidence for several

X2(P = 0.025)

1.83

1.62

1.53

values Df V.

Xv
2n-P = 0.975)

0.417

0.524

0.585
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collinators

Figure 2 1 : determination of the gamma absorption coefficient of freon by radiating through the
middle of the glass tube just below the simulated rod.



5. Measurements

The measurements in this chapter serve to test the applicability of several (new)

measuring methods from the beginning to the end. This has been done in scope of application

of the methods to the coming SIDAS configuration.

5.1 Experimental determination of the photon interaction coefficient of f reon-12

The same device as used for the void fraction measurements is used for measuring the

60 keV photon interaction coefficient of f reon-12. The apparatus (source, collimators and

detector) was displaced in vertical direction just below the electrical heated rod. In horizontal

direction it was positioned so that the gamma beam radiated exactly through the middle of the

glass tube (figure 21).

The attenuated intensity was measured when the glass tube is filled with liquid (Rflm)

and when it was containing only vapour (R(vm). During the measurements the pressure was 6.1

± 0.1 bar and the temperature was 23 ± 1.0°C (saturation temperature). The difference

between the absorption coefficients of liquid and vapour can be determined by the following

equations.

^±

where Rfl and Rfv are the rates with and without liquid freon corrected for two effects: the

dead time of the detection system and the background radiation, //„ and /L/,V are respectively

the photon interaction coefficients of liquid and vapour f reon-12 and din0|OJ1 is the length of

the beam in the freon. The correction for background and dead time is given by:

R"-m -Rb (32)

where Rb is the background rate and the index m denotes the measured value. In equation 32

the non-paralysable model for the dead time is used, which is explained in chapter 4. The

equations above can only result in a value for the difference fjn minus f/tv. Assuming that the

absorption coefficients are linearly related to the densities (pfl and pfv) the specific absorption

coefficients for liquid and vapour can be found. In table 16 all the parameters and the calcula-

ted values for //„ and //,„ are summarized.
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Table 16: experimental determination of//„ and / J „ at 23 ± 1°C.

parameter

Pfl. 23°C

P,v. 23°C

dc

r

Rfv.m

Rft.m

Rbm - Rb

R(v

Rfl

fn. 23°C

Uu. 23°C

[g/cm3]

[g/cm3]

[cm]

[jus]

Is"1]

Is1 ]

Is"1]

[s-1]

Is"1]

[cm1]

[cm1]

value

1.318

0.0035

2.040

0.7

1054.22

437.27

1.69

1053.3

435.7

0.4338

0.0115

± 0.004

± 0.0001

± 0.066

± 0.2

± 3.63

± 1.85

± 0.19

± 3.83

± 2.00

± 0.014

± 0.0005

source

[Alt87]

[Alt87]

specifications

figure 19

measurements

measurements

measurements

Eq. 32

Eq. 32

Eq. 31

Eq. 31

All the measurements resulting in the values of //„ and //(v were reproducible. The

absorption coefficients have been measured at a saturation temperature of 23 ± 1.0°C

because of practical reasons. The coefficients at a temperature of 48°C are more interesting

(this will be the most common SIDAS operation temperature [Gra91]). The absorption coeffi-

cient is proportional to the density of matter. Using this relation the values for the photon

interaction coefficients at 48°C are calculated from the experimental values (23°C) of table 16

and are given on table 17. It can be seen that the theoretical and experimental values agree.

Table 17: experimental and theoretical values of //„ and //,v at 48°C.

absorptioi. >..c eff.

//„,„„„, 48°C

jufv,reon. 48°C

experimental value

0.4019 ± 0.013 [cm1]

0.0222 ± 0.001 [cm"1]

theoretical value

0.4040 ± 0.0009 [cm"1]

0.0218 ± 0.0004 [cnr1]

The theoretical values are calculated in appendix B. The error in the experimental value of //„ is

caused for more than 90% by the error in the inner diameter of the glass tube: dc.
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Figure 22: fit results of a distribution measured at the most fluctuating void fraction. The

measured (dashed) and dead time corrected (closed) distributions of k can not fit a

single poisson distribution (x2 of the fit with the corrected distribution = 166.)
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Figure 23: the measured distribution (most fluctuating void fraction) fitted with two poisson

distributions, (x2 = 0.32)



5.2 Experimental determination of the error due to averaging the rate

According to the theory of section 3.3. averaging the rate can yield an overestimation

of the void fraction of 7.5% in the MIDAS core. This maximum occurs at a theoretical maxi-

mum fluctuation of the void fraction during the measurement. It is expected that in practice the

maximum fluctuation and thus the overestimation will be much smaller. Therefore an experi-

mental result was interesting. Another maybe even more important argument is our interest in

the magnitude and frequencies of the fluctuations itself.

Measuring procedure:

The MIDAS configuration was operated in a way which seemed to be the most

fluctuating void fraction and which could be maintained during the measurement. The exact

conditions can be found in table 18. The radial position of the middle of the gamma beam was

0.735 cm next to the middle of the rod and the axial position was 130 cm (on the scale of

figure 2). While MIDAS operated stationary a distribution of the rate was measured by

collecting 15*106 intervals of 1 ms. Two days later the same procedure was passed through for

a reproduction. The only difference was that this time 30* 106 intervals were collected. Two

other measurements have been done: one as a reference to measure the rate at the position of

the beam when no liquid freon is present and the second to determine the dead time. For this

last measurement the beam was displaced until the rate was identical to the rate of the

fluctuating situation, this time also without liquid freon in the MIDAS core.

The data handling consists of the following steps:

1) The last measurement is used to determine the dead time. For this the procedure of

chapter 4 has been applied. The result can be found in table 18.

2) The dead time is used to correct both distributions, which were measured while the void

fraction was fluctuating. The measured and the corrected distributions of the measure-

ment with 30* 106 intervals were fitted with one Poisson distribution. The difference of

the distributions and the Poisson fit can be seen in figure 22.

3) The dead time corrected distributions are fitted with two Poisson distributions. The

difference of the distribution of the measurement with 30* 106 intervals and the fit is

pictured in figure 23.

4) From the information of the fits and the reference measurement the difference of the

"void fraction" determined by averaging the rate and the "void fraction" determined by

using the information of the distribution of the rate is calculated. The quotes are used

because the absolute value of the void fraction will not be important and therefore the

calculation work can be made better surveyable. This is done by neglecting the influ-

ence of background radiation, vapour freon and the cilindrical shape of the MIDAS core.

The last point means that we took for the average length of the beam in the coolant the

length of the middle of the beam in the coolant. The same is done for the length of the

beam in the glass tube. For the calculation work equation 4 and the data of table 18 are
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used. The results are summarized in table 18.

Table 18: data and results (singlei and doublei refer to the measurement of 30*106 intervals

and single2 and double2 to the one of 15*10G intervals).

data &

settings:

f i t

single1,^=121

double1.^2 = 0.89

single2, j ^ = 166 n9u,. 22

double2, x2 = 0.32figUf« 23

R,.,.,.„c.= 9059.8 [s1] d^= 0.745 [cm] PM1DAS = 2 0 5 0

[W]

A/fll= 0.524 [cm'1] d c=1.40[cm] 0 = 3,5 [l/min]

//„= 0.404 [cm"1] T= 0.69 [ps] T = 47 [°C]

fraction

1

0.67053

0.32947

1

0.71420

0.28580

rate

4603.9

4781.1

4243.3

4582.6

4757.5

4145.5

dfl

0.66321

0.56973

0.86510

0.67469

0.58200

0.92282

0

0.5263

0.59305

0.38207

0.51808

0.58429

0.34084

<a>

0.5263

0.5235

0.5181

0.5147

Ac, = o,ingle1-odouble1= 0.5263-0.5235 = 0.0028= 0.28%

Ao2 = a,no,.2-adouble2= 0.5181-0.5147= 0.0034= 0.34%

Discussion and conclusions:

First of all these measurements are a proof that, using this "distribution technique", it is

possible to gain information on the fluctuation of the void fraction in time. This opens the way

of recognizing flow patterns or other causes of fluctuations in the void fraction.

From the values of Aar it can be concluded that even in the situation of a severe fluctua-

ting void fraction the averaging error is not significant. This means that for the determination of

the void fraction by a scan (section 5.5), the rate can be averaged and thus the data handling is

less complicated.

Regarding the quality of the double Poisson fit (according to the x2 value it can be

concluded that the model is good) it is of no sense to fit the distribution with more then two

Poisson distributions. The results would be ambiguous. This means that it will not be possible to

approximate the distribution of the void fraction with in more than two void fractions, each with

a certain probability.

The ^-values of the single fits are a measure for the significance of the influence of the

fluctuations of the void fraction. The values are determined by the systematic difference of the

corrected distribution and the single poisson distribution. For the double fits the x2- values are

determined mainly by the statistical differences between the corrected distribution and the

double poisson fit.
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Figure 24: fit results of a distribution measured at nominal conditions. The dead time corrected

distribution of k can not fit a single poisson distribution (x2 = 12,7). Compared to

figure 22 it can be seen that the influence of the fluctuations is decreased.
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Figure 25: the corrected distribution measured at nominal conditions fitted with two poisson

distributions, ix2 - 0.89)



5.3 Fluctuation of the void fraction at nominal conditions

The measurements of paragraph 5.2 have proven that the division of the distribution of

the void fraction in two parts can be made at "maximum fluctuating conditions". It seems to be

logical as the next step to test the applicability of this technique at nominal conditions. The

fluctuation of the void fraction will probably be much smaller, and it will be a question whether

the technique is sensible enough to detect it.

Table 19: data and results for nominal conditions.

data &
settings:

f i t

single, ^ = 1 2 . 7 «gur. 24

double
fit 1 , ^ = 0 . 9 2 9 figure 26

double
fit 2 ,^=0 .945 figure 26

R,e,e,.n«= 6473.5 Is"1] PM,DAS = 4450 [W]
//„= 0.549 [cm1]; ̂ „= 0.404 [cm1] 0 = 16,3 [l/min]
do,= 0.745 [cm]; dc= 1.40 [cm] T = 48 [°C]

fraction

1

0.863

0.137

0.745

0.255

rate [s1]

3241.1

3281

2988

3300

3069

dfl [cm]

0.7000

0.66971

0.90126

0.65542

0.83505

a

0.5000

0.4784

0.6438

0.4682

0.5965

<a>

0.5000

0.5010

0.5009

Measuring procedure and data handling:

The measurement has been done according to the procedure of section 5.2. The

differences of the settings and results of the measurement can be found in table 19. Again the

result of a single Poisson fit is plotted (figure 24). A complication arose with the double Poisson

fit: the final result was depending on the initial guesses of the fitting procedure. In figure 25

both fits can be seen.

It should be noted again that the absolute value of the void fraction is not important for these

measurements, therefore R,eI1!,ence n a s D e e n calculated to result in an average void fraction of

0.5.

Discussion and conclusion:

The different fits which could be made are, regarding the x2 value, both acceptable.

Figure 25 shows also that the result of the fits is almost the same.

The x2 value of the single fit shows that the influence of fluctuation is much smaller

than in the most fluctuating case of section 5.2. Nevertheless the influence is clearly significant

and the conclusion is that this technique of determining the distribution of the void fraction is

applicable at nominal conditions.
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5.4 Frequency spectrum of the fluctuations of the void fraction at nominal conditions.

The duration of a time interval was 1 ms for the measurements of sections 5.2 and 5.3.

Fluctuations of the void fraction during this millisecond were not observed. Thus the duration of

an interval determines the maximum frequency of the fluctuations which will be observed. This

property now will be used to estimate a frequency spectrum of the fluctuations of the void

fraction at nominal conditions by changing the duration of the time intervals.

Measuring procedure and data handling:

The measurements have been done almost like in section 5.3. In this case the only

difference was that the duration of the time intervals was varied for four different measure-

ments. The data are summarized in table 20.

Table 20: data of the frequency measurement.

measurement

duration of an interval, AT [ms]

number of intervals, n

X2. single

X2. double

degrees of freedom v

fraction of time for R,: f,

rate R, [s1]

rate R2 [s1]

void fraction o,

void fraction o2

a = f,o, + (1-f,)o2 • •

i,\ara\+C\-t,)\a2-a\

relative to measurement 1 (%)

1

1

28 *106

27.95

0.52

21

0.670

5921

5510

11549

0.5420

0.4148

0.5000

0.0562

100

2

3

10 * 106

32.14

1.09

40

0.597

5628

5986

11542

0.4561

0.5651

0.5000

0.0524

93.2

3

10

4 M0G

17.57

0.48

68

0.532

5665

5907

11538

0.4653

0.5394

0.5000

0.0369

65.7

4

30

4* 106

7.23

1.17

76

0.989

2201 •

2500 *

4402 *

0.4974

0.7226

0.5000

0.0050

8.9

* The count rates are much lower than the ones of the other measurements. The reason is that

an extra absorber was placed in the beam. This was necessary because the fitting program

could not manage distributions with the number of counts per time interval greater than 100.

* * r̂eference w a s calculated so that a would exactly be equal to 0.5.

Discussion and conclusion:

The last row of table 20 contains the most important results of the frequency measure-
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Figure 26: beam positions for the determination of the radial void distribution. The picture is on

scale and the excentricities are realistic.



ment. It contains a measure for the magnitude of the observed fluctuations. The magnitude of

the fluctuations of measurement 1 is defined as 100%. From the table it can be seen that

measurement 2 still observed 93.2 % of the fluctuations, relative to measurement 1. However,

evidently measurement 3 had to cope with time averaging effects during the interval durations

(10 ms). In measurement 4 only 8.9% of the fluctuations relative to measurement 1 were

observed. Apparantly the interval duration of 30 ms is too long to observe fluctuations of the

void fraction. It is not determined exactly in this investigation how to translate these results to

a frequency spectrum. Only estimations can be made: when the period of the fluctuations

would be equal to, or smaller than 30 ms, than this would explain that measurement 4 did not

observe most of the fluctuations. A minimum for the period of the fluctuations can also be

estimated: when a substantial fraction of the fluctuations would have a period between 1 ms

and 3 ms then measurement 1 would have observed much more fluctuations than measurement

2, which is not true. Therefore we finally estimate that the frequencies of the fluctuations of

the void fraction are approximately concentrated between 1/30ms « 33 Hz and 1/3ms « 330

Hz. Fluctuations in this range of frequencies can be attributed to bubbles or slugs with a length

(in flow direction) between approximately 3 and 30 mm passing the gamma beam with a

velocity of 2 m/s. This velocity is approximately the upward velocity of the two phase mixture

in MIDAS.

Another important aspect of this frequency measurement to be mentioned is the total

measuring time: only the collection of the data took over 70 hours. Therefore it is concluded

that, in spite of the large quantity of information on the two phase flow given by this frequency

measuring method, the method could be used occasionally but is not suitable for serial

measurements.

5.5 Determination of the radial and axial distribution of the void fraction

This section deals for the main part with the calculation method which determines the

radial void fraction distribution from the measured transmissions and the cilindrical geometry of

the MIDAS core. The radial distributions are calculated at 6 axial positions for three different

operating conditions of MIDAS. The operating conditions were the nominal conditions with

three different flows: 0.75, 1 and 1.25 times the nominal flow.

Measuring procedure and data handling:

The principle of the radial void fraction measurements is dividing the cross-sectional

flow area in concentric rings (figure 26). In each ring the void fraction is supposed to be

constant. Now from the outside to the centre of the core transmission measurements are

performed. From the first measurement (see position 1 in figure 26) the void fraction in ring 1

can be calculated. After that, the void fraction in the following rings can be determined by

repeating the procedure. In practice each scan of the core at a certain axial position consists of

6 measuring positions at each side of the heated rod. For a single scan 12 times 400 seconds

had to be measured, apart from the calibration measurements.
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Figure 27: the total intensity of the beam is distributed over three subbeams, each with one
third of the total intensity.



The width of the gamma beam is 1 mm. The beam can be positioned in radial direction

with an accuracy of 0.05 mm. To be sure that the beam would not radiate partly outside of the

cooling channel or partly through the heated rod, the first and the last measuring positions were

chosen 0.6 mm from the inner edge of the glass and from the edge of the heated rod (figure 21

positions 1 and 6). The other four measuring positions were chosen at equal distances between

positions 1 and 6.

Regarding the gamma beam at position 1, it can be seen that the right side of the beam

radiates mainly through glass and the left side mainly through the coolant. The consequence is

that, assuming an exponential relation betwsen the void fraction and the transmission, a

systematic error of maximally 5% per ring in the void fraction is introduced. This problem is

solved by dividing the gamma beam in three subbeams, each of one third of the total intensity.

In figure 27 the parabolic intensity distribution of the beam can be seen with the three positions

of the centres of the subbeams. Calculating with these subbeams, again using the exponential

relation, the maximum error in the void fraction of a single ring is only 0.5%.

At each axial position two calibration scans had to be measured: one with only liquid in

the core and one with only vapour. Both calibration measurements were performed at room

temperature <20°C). The calibration measurements are used to determine the exact position of

the gamma beam referred to the inner wall of the glass tube. The measuring program referred

all the measuring positions to the outer wall of the glass tube. Because in fact the positions

should be referred to *he inner wall of the glass, this is a problem because the inner and outer

walls are generally not concentric. This was the last but very important improvement of the

measuring program, because the excentricity of the inner wall and the outer wall of the glass

tube didn't influence the results any more.

The chronological order of the scans was the following. At one axial position first the

two calibration measurements were performed at room temperature. Then MIDAS was started

and operated at the three different conditions while a scan was made for each condition. The

results can be found in the figures 28 to 30 and tables 21 and 22. The first column of table 21

contains, apart from the axial position, the excentricity. That is the position of the middle of the

heated rod referred to the middle of the outer wall of the glass tube. When the absolute value

of the excentricity exceeds the 0.1mm, the gamma beam will radiate partly through the heated

rod at beam position 6 of side 1 or 2. In table 21 it can be seen that this was the case at the

axial positions 113 and 162 cm: the calculated void fractions of the rings with number 6 of side

2 are shown in a small font and the results are obviously not reliable. The values with the

normal font are calculated by using the transmission values of side 1.

Figures 28 to 30 represent the averaged, over side 1 and side 2, radial void distributions

from table 21 . In these figures just one side of the cross-sectional flow area can be seen: at the

right (radial position -0.65) the heated rod is positioned and at the left (position -1.015) the

inner wall of the glass tube. The radial positions are referred to the middle of the MIDAS core,

assuming that the heated rod and the inner wall of the glass tube are concentric.

From the differences between the ring fractions of side 1 and side 2 it is calculated that

the standard deviation of a ringfraction is approximately 3%.
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Table 21 : ring void fractions [°

ax. pos [cm]

6.2

exc: -.03 [mm]

22.8

exc: +.07 [mm]

44.7

exc: 0 [mm]

73.8

exc: -.10 [mm]

113

exc: +.51 [mm]

162

exc: +.23 [mm]

rad.
pos
[mm]

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

'o).

0 = 0.750

side 1

2.00

-4.35

1.08

4.47

14.32

25.45

4.04

-5.49

28.14

34.84

44.03

40.24

4.41

29.65

43.87

46.65

53.89

42.02

9.71

52.89

52.04

73.23

67.73

46.31

15.44

58.30

63.32

83.81

70.14

80.49

22.89

61.41

73.50

86.32

90.79

90.67

nom

side 2

-2.01

5.93

-7.18

6.40

13.10

28.37

4.58

-3.67

30.13

29.81

49.57

33.89

5.50

28.36

42.06

48.22

52.70

41.11

9.02

45.54

61.29

68.69

76.77

44.70

20.40

62.23

77.04

81.38

71.61

69.031.4

22.59

75.86

79.23

85.67

94.40

81.284.7

0 = 0nom

side 1

3.00

-2.77

2.39

-2.69

7.33

14.17

0.04

1.38

7.46

16.35

33.72

32.86

1.56

11.11

27.89

36.78

48.46

32.70

7.33

33.62

41.80

60.32

49.56

43.03

14.58

40.87

61.03

65.91

65.91

61.02

21.28

52.43

66.43

79.34

80.96

77.43

side 2

0.39

-2.92

-0.40

1.87

10.00

13.82

2.53

-1.08

6.67

22.95

31.17

33.26

3.39

10.95

28.92

40.77

42.62

32.82

7.09

32.33

45.51

50.48

56.13

34.41

17.12

55.89

64.01

64.73

64.73

51.5 18.3

20.49

66.62

76.22

82.02

83.50

66.2 68.0

0=1.250nnm

side 1

-0.44

-0.69

0.21

-2.46

2.54

9.02

-0.53

-2.77

4.92

6.89

13.92

30.37

1.25

6.08

15.92

24.75

32.44

29.41

4.94

14.84

36.51

38.35

46.41

29.66

10.74

34.16

48.20

55.97

55.97

50.64

20.36

46.47

57.91

72.93

75.48

61.20

side 2

-2.69

8.87

-6.86

-2.54

7.48

5.82

1.24

-0.82

-6.92

11.11

20.73

23.10

2.80

5.56

16.76

25.90

29.10

22.24

4.01

21.03

26.08

43.39

43.95

35.76

13.57

44.66

53.06

45.56

45.56

47.3 21.3

21.13

56.82

73.29

76.48

73.69

51 .3 67.0
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Figure 28: radial profiles at nominals condition except of the flow: 0 = O.75*0nom.

-6.5
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-10
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radial position [mm]

Figure 29: radial profiles at nominals condition (0 = 0n oJ.



• 6 . 2 om ï-22.8 cm ^44.7 cm *73.8 cm ^113 om • l e a cm

-10 •9,5 -8,5 -8 -7,5 -7

radial position [mm] =>

Figure 30: radial profiles at nominal conditions except of the flow: 0 = 1.25*0nom.

-6,5

Table 22 shows the, over the cross-sectional flow area averaged, void fractions. So the values

in this table are calculated by the summation (over 6 rings) of the products of the surface

fraction and the ring void fraction.

Table 22: cross-sectional averaged void fractions [%].

ax. pos.
[cm]

6.2

22.8

44.7

73.8

113

162

0 = O.750nom

side 1

7.25

21.84

32.41

40.40

56.50

65.19

side 2

7.19

21.35

32.14

44.63

58.0 B0,

66.6 67.2

0 = 0nom

side 1

3.98

13.80

22.95

34.94

46.81

57.80

side 2

3.73

14.63

23.39

33.08

48.3 420

59.6 B9 9

0=1.250n o m

side 1

1.52

8.54

16.29

24.98

38.39

61.20

side 2

1.33

7.66

15.12

25.71

40.2 3B2

53.1 G4.2

From the differences between the void fraction of side 1 and side 2 it is calculated that

the standard deviation in the void fraction is approximately 0.4% for the lower four axial

position . This accuracy is very high for void fraction measurements. It should be mentioned

that t' till can be systematic errors.

An important parameter in the analysis of two-phase flow is the thermodynamic
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equilibrium quality, which is defined as:

(33 )

where < h > y is the mean enthalphy of the two-phase mixture which is depending on the axial

position Y. hMt is the enthalphy of the saturated liquid and r is the latent heat of vaporization.

When the liquid freon enters the core its temperature is 1.0 ± 0.2 degrees below the saturation

temperature. This means that the inlet quality is -0.0085. Together with this information^, as a

function of y can be calculated. Finally a picture of the void fraction (from table 22) as a

function of xt has been made: figure 3 1 .

Discussion and conclusion:

The results for the axial and radial distribution of void fraction measured with the

procedure presented in this paragraph are quite accurate. Therefore the procedure can be used

for fundamental two phase flow research in which the influence of a single flow parameter on

the void profiles is examined. In this paragraph the void fraction distribution for three different

flows was measured. This is done in the first place to test the measuring procedure. This test

was succesful and the results, of secondary importance, will be discussed in short:

Regarding figure 31 it attracts attention that the curves of a lower flow yield a higher

void fraction at equilibrium qualities between approximately -0.0085 and .05. At this moment

we can not explain this effect. We only can summarized three different effects which can

attribute this effect.

1) The voids are concentrated near the wall of the heated rod for all different flows at

the lower positions, regarding the figures 18-30. For a low flow the velocity profile becomes

more parabolic and therefore the voids are in a region of low velocity. For higher flows the

velocity profile becomes more rectangular and the ratio of vapour to liquid velocity will increase,

thus the void fraction will decrease. For the lowest flow the Reynolds number is still > 6*104 ,

which means that the lowest flow will already have a rectangular velocity profile.

2) Near the inlet the voids are fixed to the wall of the heated rod. For a higher flow the

voids will leave the wall more soon (the departure point is positioned lower) due to the higher

force of the flow. Above the departure point the velocity near the wall will be higher and for the

same reason as at point 1 the void fraction will be lower.

3) Due to the lesser turbulence of the lower flow, the attribution of subcooled voids can

be greater.

A suggestion which could lead to a better understanding of this effect, is to increase the

number of measurements: measuring thejf.-cr relations for 0 = O.5*0nom and 0 = 1.5*0nom.
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6 Conclusions

The gamma detection system used in this investigation could be simplified strongly and

at the same time the efficiency of the system could be increased. With the simplified system a

measuring method is developed to determine the radial and axial distribution of the void fraction

in the core of MIDAS. The results of this method are very accurate and therefore the method

can be used for fundamental two-phase research.

This investigation dealt partly with the systematic error in the average void fraction

calculated from the averaged transmission. This error is theoretically determined to be

maximally 7.5% in MIDAS and 25% in SIDAS. Using the new method, developed in this

investigation, which estimates the probability density of the void fraction in time, the experi-

mental maximum error is determined. It was found to be 0.34% for MIDAS. This value is more

realistic than the theoretical value and therefore, it follows that averaging the transmission is

acceptable.

The estimation of the probability density of the void fraction in time, often can be used

to determine the flow pattern, which is very useful. The same method can be used to estimate

the frequency spectrum of the fluctuations of the void fraction. However, the total measuring

time necessary to gain information on the frequencies of the fluctuations of the void fraction in

MIDAS is approximately 80 hours.

Regarding the second new method developed in this investigation: "the count rate

distribution method" we conclude: using this method, the dead time of our detection system

could be determined accurately, while other methods failed. It is determined to be 0.75 ± .05

fjs for count rates between 4.5* 103 and 85* 103.

The count rate distribution method requires only one condition: the dead time should be

the only cause of the disturbance of the measured distribution (compared to a poisson

distribution) of the number of detections in a fixed interval of time. Mostly the consequence is

that application of this method does not require any changes to the detection system. This is

important because changing the system means, in general, changing the dead time.
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Nawoord

Aan dit onderzoek hebben veel mensen bijgedragen. Een aantal van hen wil ik speciaal

bedanken:

- Prof. dr. ir. Hugo van Dam, de kapitein van reactorfysica, die in belangrijke mate verantwoor-

delijk is voor de stemming van "aanpakken" die heerst op de vakgroep.

- Dr. ir. Eduard Hoogenboom omdat hij altijd recht door zee zijn visie kenbaar maakt.

- Dr. ir. Tim van der Hagen voor zijn motiverende begeleiding en voor de ruimte die hij mij gaf

om ideeën uit te werken.

- Ir. Ruud van de Graaf, als begeleider waarmee ik het meeste heb overlegd, voor zijn kritische

opmerkingen over dit werk.

- Dr. Ir. Rob Mudde (verbonden aan het Kramers laboratorium voor fysische technologie) voor

zijn vele suggesties voor het onderzoek tijdens de MIDAS/SIDAS vergaderingen.

- Jelle Schut voor de vakkundige en ervaren manier waarop hij MIDAS bouwde en later in

bedrijf hield. Ook voor de vele oplossingen die hij aandroeg voor problemen met de construc-

tie van de opstelling.

- Ronald Otte die kans zag de grote hoeveelheid electronica, gekoppeld aan MIDAS, steeds

goed te laten functioneren en dat terwijl hij altijd heel druk is met andere werkzaamheden.

- Ir. Z. Kolar (afdeling radiochemie, IR1) voor zijn bereidheid om, zonder enige koppeling met

het MIDAS/SIDAS project, mij te begeleiden bij de gamma-absorptietechniek.

Ronald en Jelle wil nog ik speciaal bedanken voor de geweldige gedrevenheid waarmee zij mij

geholpen hebben bij de laatste metingen van dit onderzoek. MIDAS is ten behoeve van deze

metingen vele dagen in continu-bedrijf geweest. Hieruit blijkt dat Jelle, Ronald en ik uiteindelijk

toch de winnende partij waren in de strijd tegen de talloze complicaties en storingen die horen

bij meten met een dergelijke opstelling.

Tenslotte wil ik de firma NUCON uitdrukkelijk bedanken. NUCON is sponsor van het MIDAS/SI-

DAS project en heeft mij tijdens mijn afstudeerfase betaald. Behalve de prettige financiële

kanten hiervan heb ik hierdoor kunnen deelnemen aan de "Jahrestagung Kerntechnik ' 9 1 " te

Karlsruhe.
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Appendix A: List of symbols

A area of the cross section of the gamma beam

b width of the collimator

C constant

dc distance of the gamma beam in the coolant

d,,, distance of the gamma beam in the glass tube

E(k) distribution function of the intensity

ek expected number of intervals with k counts

f(cr) Poisson distribution function

h height of the collimator

I total intensity of the gamma beam

l'(x) linear intensity of the gamma beam

l"(x.y) areal intensity of the gamma beam

i index

j index

k number of counts / class number

k„,„ the highest class for the Attest
nk number of intervals w i th k counts

Pn pressure sensor n

PaT Poisson probability funct ion

p pressure

R count rate

Rb background count rate

Rfl true count rate w i th liquid freon as absorber

R(v true count rate w i th freon vapcur as absorber

Rfl m measured count rate w i th liquid freon as absorber

R fvm measured count rate w i th freon vapour as absorber

R,n inner radius of the glass tube

Rm measured coun t rate

Rou, outer radius of the glass tube

Rm t ime averaged coun t rate

< R m > position averaged count rate

< R m > time and position averaged count rate

Rn true count rate

Rrefeienc. reference count rate

Ro count rate wi thout any absorber

Ra void fraction dependent count rate

Tn Thermocouple n

A T duration of one time interval

v upward velocity of the slugs

x horizontal position relative to the middle of the core
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a void fraction

<a> estimation for position averaged void fraction

amM void fraction for which the averaging error has a maximum

a,al value for o determined wi th eq. 4

P probability

a photon interaction cross section

a„ standard deviation of a

//„ linear photon interaction coefficient for liquid freon

//fv linear photon interaction coefficient for freon vapour

A/gi linear photon interact ion coeff ic ient for glass

p densi ty

pfl density of liquid freon

Pfy density of freon vapour

T dead time

v number of degrees

X2 normalized x2 value
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Appendix B: Determination of v^, and //h

In this appendix //,, and /J^ are calculated from the microscopic cross sections of the

essential elements. Therefore the composition of glass is important which is listed in table B.I.

By using the values of this tabel and the molar masses of the elements in table B.2 the mass

fractions of the different elements in freon and glass are calculated. The results are also listed

in table B.2.

Table B.1: composition of Boronorm glass (specifications of the manufacturer).

compound:

SiO2

B2O3

Na2O

AI203

contribution (mass)

8 0 %

14%

4 %

2 %

Table B.2: molar masses of the elements in freon and glass and the mass fractions of Cl, F and

C in freon and of Si. B, Na, Al and 0 in glass.

nuclide

CI

F

C

Si

B

Na

Al

0

molar mass [g]

35.453

18.998

12.011

28.086

10.810

22.990

26.982

15.999

mass fraction [%]

58.642 freon

31.424 freon

9.934 freon

37.396 glass

4.348 glass

2.967 glass

1.059 glass

54.231 glass

Next the values of //,, are calculated with:

m o mF mc

( B . I )

and the values of //,, with:

X) TT) TT) TT)
nB mNa mAl mO

( B . 2 )
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where NA is Avogadro's number, feiement = mass fraction of an element of freon or glass, mrt(in)8nt

is the molar mass of the element and tr.,.m,nt is the microscopic cross section of the element.

The values of <r^m,M are listed in table B.3 and the results for //,, and //„, are summarized in table

B.4

Table B.3: microscopic cross sections of the elements in freon and glass [JefS5].

E [keV]

20

30

40

50

60

80

100

150

200

300

<ralb]

458.423

141.391

64.635

37.494

25.470

15.728

12.022

8.722

7.462

6.208

of[b]

34.397

13.659

8.712

6.884

6.004

5.155

4.714

4.095

3.711

3.203

oC [b]

8.201

4.926

4.067

3.696

3.478

3.204

3.016

2.686

2.452

2.127

ffSi [b]

203.030

64.208

31.314

19.705

14.534

10.232

8.494

6.747

5.949

5.046

o-B [b]

5.092

3.609

3.181

2.970

2.832

2.640

2.496

2.232

2.040

1.771

olMa [b]

75.397

26.159

14.556

10.400

8.492

6.800

6.028

5.095

4.579

3.931

O-A. [b]

131.40

43.063

21.700

14.528

10.605

7.704

6.505

5.261

4.669

3.978

*olb]

21.525

9.597

6.696

5.586

5.026

4.447

4.117

3.615

3.286

2.842

Table B.4: //,, and //„, for different gamma energies.

E [keV]

20

30

40

50

60

80

100

150

200

300

6.0436

1.9157

0.9168

0.5622

0.4039

0.2735

0.2219

0.1722

0.1508

0.1274

fJol [cm1]

4.8375

1.6725

0.9186

0.6483

0.5242

0.4155

0.3666

0.3089

0.2774

0.2381
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Appendix C: Software

For this investigation a lot of different computer programs have been written. In this

appendix only very shortly the functions of the most important programs are described.

Program meet.c (turbo-C) is the measuring program for the gamma absorption system.

The program can automatically determine the middle of the glass tube and the heated rod by

scanning the core. The program can program the counter-card in the PC to measure an accurate

interval of time (4//s-8000s). The programm collects the data (measured number of counts,

position of the radiogauging system, "poisson" distribution, etc) in the file poisson.dat.

Program poisson.c (turbo-C) contains only that part of meet.c which is important for

counting purposes.

Program gcstap.c (turbo-C) contains only that part of meet.c which determines the

positioning of the radiogauging system.

Program iterpos.c (turbo-C) is the data handling program for the determination of a radial

void fraction profile. The input of the program is generated by the program meet.c and should

consist of 2 calibration measurements and the real measurement. The output of the program are

the ring void fractions.

Program fitpois8.wk3 (lotus-3) is a data handling program which contains the fit-

prrocedure for determination of the dead time. It is also used for dead time correction of

measured distributions (first 8 terms). The input is a "poisson" distribution measured with the

program meet.c.

Program poisdub.wk3 (lotus-3) is a data handling program to fit a dead time corrected

measured distribution with two poisson distributions. The input of the program is the output of

program fitpois8.wk3.
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